FROM INTERSECTION TO CONNECTION

Design Concepts Presentation

Wed, July 17 5:00-6:30pm

Trinity Bar and Restaurant

Drinks and small bites provided

Atelier Cue will present preliminary design concepts from April's community workshop and surveys.

downtownnewhaven.com/gateways
Preliminary Concepts

A – Archway

B – Street Corner Screens

C – Sculptural Bridge Pillars

D – Kiosk
Preliminary Concept A

Archway
Preliminary Concept A - Archway
Preliminary Concept A - Archway

- Painted Crosswalks
- Archways: Mesh on Structure
- Transparent panels at bridge
Preliminary Concept A - Archway

View from Chapel/State – alternate 1
Preliminary Concept A - Archway

Section Through Bridge
Preliminary Concept A - Archway

Section Through Bridge
Preliminary Concept A – Archway – Illuminated Mesh – Poles only
Preliminary Concept A - Archway

View from Chapel/State – alternate 2
Preliminary Concept A – Archway

Sketches and Inspiration
Preliminary Concept A – Archway

*Sketches and Inspiration*
Preliminary Concept B

Street Corner Screens
Preliminary Concept B – Street Corner Screens
Preliminary Concept B – Street Corner Screens

- Planters along Curb
- Linear Lighting at Bridge Rail
- Custom Designed Screens
- Painted Intersection
- Directional Text
- In-grade plantings at screens
Preliminary Concept B – Street Corner Screens

View from Chapel/State – alternate 1
Preliminary Concept B – Street Corner Screens

View from Chapel/State – alternate 2
Preliminary Concept B – Corner Screens

Section Through Bridge
Preliminary Concept B – Corner Screens

Sketches and Inspiration
Preliminary Concept B – Corner Screens

Sketches and Inspiration

[Images of sketches and inspiration]
Preliminary Concept C

Sculptural Bridge Pillars
Preliminary Concept C – Sculptural Bridge Pillars
Preliminary Concept C – Sculptural Bridge Pillars

- Pattern street mural
- Sculptural forms at edges of railing
- Pole Lights
- Planters
Preliminary Concept C – Sculptural Bridge Pillars

Pattern street mural

Sculptural forms at edges of railing

Pole Lights

Planters
Preliminary Concept C – Sculptural Bridge Pillars

View from Chapel/State
Preliminary Concept C – Sculptural Bridge Pillars

Section Along Bridge
Preliminary Concept C – Sculptural Bridge Pillars

Section Thru Bridge
Preliminary Concept C – Sculptural Bridge Pillars

Sketches and Inspiration
Preliminary Concept D

Kiosk
Preliminary Concept D – Kiosk
Preliminary Concept D - Kiosk

Pattern street mural

Simple, “Industrial” Street lights with optional banners, planters

Terrace with Kiosk

Lettering along bridge
View from Chapel/State
Section Along Bridge
Preliminary Concept D - Kiosk
Preliminary Concept D - Kiosk

Pattern crosswalk mural

Terrace with Wayfinding Panels – possibly Food trucks

Lettering along bridge

Simple, “Industrial” Street lights with optional banners; planters
View from Chapel/State
Section Along Bridge
Section Thru Bridge
Preliminary Concept D – Kiosk

Sketches and Inspiration
Preliminary Concept D – Kiosk

*Sketches and Inspiration*
Preliminary Concept D – Kiosk

*Sketches and Inspiration*
Iconography

Sketches and Inspiration

Seagulls
East Rock
Skyline
Erector Set?
SITE INTERVENTIONS

I. ART-WALK AT PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS
II. PLANTERS AT CORNERS AND ALONG THE BRIDGE
III. TRANSPARENT PANELS AT GUARD RAILS
   IV.a. ILLUMINATED MESH ON LIGHT-WEIGHT STRUCTURE:
      i. “ARCH”: ACROSS CHAPEL STREET
      ii. “POLES”: AT BEGINNING AND END OF BRIDGE
   IV.b. ORNAMENTED CROWNS AT STOPLIGHT ARMS

INSPIRATION IMAGES

(clockwise from top left:
- METAL INSTALLATION OVER THE STREET
- ILLUMINATED MESH SYSTEM
- SUSPENDED MESH INSTALLATION
- INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURES RECLAIMED AS ARCS
- ORNAMENTED HALF-ARCHES ACROSS BRIDGE
- LINEAR LIGHTING ALONG TOP OF RAIL
- TRANSPARENT BRIDGE RAILINGS)
SITE INTERVENTIONS

I. PAINTED INTERSECTION WITH DIRECTIONAL TEXT
II. PLANTERS ALONG THE BRIDGE
III. LINEAR LIGHTING AT BRIDGE RAIL
IV. CUSTOM DESIGNED SCREENS AT CORNERS

i. “SCREENS” WITH LOCALLY RELEVANT CONTENT
ii. “FANS” WITH LOCALLY INSPIRED ORNAMENT

INSPIRATION IMAGES
(for illustration only)

DECORATIVE “TREE” SCREENS WITH FLOWER MOTIF
SCREEN/FENCE WITH LOCAL LANDSCAPE INSPIRED MOTIF
Preliminary Concept D

KIOSK

“Round Kiosk”

“Panelized Kiosk”

SITE PLAN

“Round Kiosk”

Simple, “Industrial” Street lights with optional banners, planters

SITE INTERVENTIONS

1. ART WALK AT PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS
2. RADIAL PATTERN CENTERED ON KIOSK
3. TEXT ON CROSSWALKS

II. "INDUSTRIAL" STREET LIGHTS
- GRAPHICS AND/or TEXT AT INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR OF RAILING
- SIGNAGE DISPLACED AT N/CORNER & POSSIBLY AT DOG PARK CORNER
- "ROOFED KIOSK"
- "PANELIZED KIOSK"
- "DESTINATION STRUCTURE"

INSPIRATION IMAGES

(i) Steet mural
(ii) Enclosed playground structure
(iii) Poster display cabinets
(iv) Round poster kiosks
(v) Street clock
(vi) Illuminated deli/glass community swing
(vii) Radial street mural

STREET VIEW

PLAN

CROSS SECTION

SITE INTERVENTIONS

i. RADIAL PATTERN CENTERED ON KIOSK
ii. TEXT ON CROSSWALKS

II. "INDUSTRIAL" STREET LIGHTS
- GRAPHICS AND/or TEXT AT INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR OF RAILING
- SIGNAGE DISPLACED AT N/CORNER & POSSIBLY AT DOG PARK CORNER
- "ROOFED KIOSK"
- "PANELIZED KIOSK"
- "DESTINATION STRUCTURE"

INSPIRATION IMAGES

(i) Street mural
(ii) Enclosed playground structure
(iii) Poster display cabinets
(iv) Round poster kiosks
(v) Street clock
(vi) Illuminated deli/glass community swing
(vii) Radial street mural
**SCULPTURAL BRIDGE PILLARS**

**SITE INTERVENTIONS**

1. ART-WALK CENTERED BETWEEN PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS
2. PLANTERS AND STREET POLES ALONG THE BRIDGE
3. PAINTED RAILINGS
4. SCULPTURAL FORMS AT THE EDGES OF RAILINGS

**INSPIRATION IMAGES**

 clockwise from top left:
- ILLUMINATED FACETED SCULPTURE
- FOLIATED GLOBES
- SCULPTURAL WATER FEATURE
- SCULPTURAL LIGHTS
- FLOWERING VINE TOPARY

**SITE PLAN**

Pattern street mural

**Preliminary Concept C**

**SITE VIEW**

**LONG SECTION**

**CROSS SECTION**
Atelier Cue, LLC
Ioana Barac & Marissa Dionne Mead
Place-Making, Ornamentation, & Architectural Art